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Castle Hills Family Practice and Intuitive Concepts
Create Texas’ First Feng Shui Medical Center
SAN ANTONIO, TX, (January 4, 2013) Castle Hills Family Practice’s mission is your health is
our priority so when they outgrew the space at 2108 N.W. Military Highway, Drs. Hormazd
Sanjana and Richard Palmer relished the idea of creating a wellness center. Their search for a
location concluded when they purchased Castle Hills Cross Roads center at the intersection of
Lockhill-Selma Road and N.W. Military Highway.
They selected suite 100 at 2277 N.W. Military Highway, and proceeded to meet with architect
Kyle Tostensen and contractor Fabian Construction to design the new clinic. Plans were drawn
up and wheels set in motion.
Then Dr. Sanjana attended the 30th annual convention of the American Assn. of Physicians of
Indian Origin (AAPI) where he attended a presentation by Diana Garber, Feng Shui Master
and CEO of Intuitive Concepts. The lecture was about medical offices and the impact of
energy on the design, resulting in an improved patient experience and staff morale.
The lecture intrigued him and was synergistic to his mission, so Dr. Sanjana asked Garber to
join the design team. Resulting Feng Shui changes included color and shape of awnings, front
entrance, internal patient flow, location of Drs. Sanjana and Palmer’s offices, design of the
reception area, and moving the bathrooms.
One patient remarked, “I love the new office – it feels brighter and makes me happier.” Dr.
Sanjana is able to confirm this since her treatment has shown significant improvement
following the move to the new space.
A grand opening is planned for January and details will soon be announced. For more
information about Dr. Sanjana, Dr. Palmer, or Castle Hills Family Practice, visit their website or
call the office at (210) 342-7300. For more information regarding Diana Garber or Feng Shui,
visit Intuitive Concepts.
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